FROM: DIRNSA

TO: ALL

SPECIAL COMINT CHANNELS
BII-145

TAPE FORWARDING
UR OPSM FEB 69, 120506Z

RQST FWD ALL TAPES CITED IN REF TO DIRNSA: ATTN BII

M/R: Reference requested instructions for the disposition of tapes obtained on mission on 23 January 1968 subsequent to the seizure of the USS Pueblo. BII-93, 261100Z January 1968 had requested forwarding of tapes reflecting the activity during the period 230155Z to approximately 230800Z, the latter representing the time the USS Pueblo entered Wonsan port. All material on the above cited tapes was transcribed and reported following recovery of the mission. Above forwarding is requested in order that these tapes may be retained indefinitely for historical reference purposes.